SOLIDWORKS PDM Implementation Services

InFlow Technology—SOLIDWORKS Certified Services Provider

With experience in SOLIDWORKS PDM implementation, support, training, and project management, InFlow Technology will help you earn the best return on your PDM Professional and Standard investment.

Packaged Implementations

For clients looking for rapid justification, InFlow Technology can implement using one of our three standard offerings. Using proven processes with clear milestones and deliverables, InFlow will deploy a solution that meets your needs and takes advantage of our best practice implementation templates. To get started, just pick from one of our standard implementation templates.

InFlow INITIATE — Implemented in 1-3 days

The InFlow INITIATE package is for companies just getting started with PDM Standard or Professional. The package includes installation and set up of the basic InFlow template vault, and includes some minor configuration changes to meet your needs. User training is included for your CAD users and you can expect to be live in one day for PDM Standard or 3 days for PDM Professional. (Note: Administration training is not included)

InFlow INTEGRATE — Implemented in 2-4 weeks

The InFlow INTEGRATE package is for companies that want to configure their own PDM system, but want to start with the basics. The package includes installation and set up of the basic InFlow template vault with some minor configuration changes. InFlow will also train your administrator and mentor him/her during the process. Includes user training for your CAD users. You can expect to be live in 2-4 weeks.

InFlow INNOVATE — Implemented in 8-10 weeks

The InFlow INNOVATE package is for companies that want a completely custom PDM Professional environment. InFlow will start with a blank slate and bring our expertise to the table to develop a system to meet your needs. The package includes installation and configuration of the PDM vault, administration training and mentoring of your administrator during the configuration process to make sure your company can grow the environment after we launch the system. Also includes multi-site replication setup and user training for up to 25 users. You can expect to be live in 8 - 10 weeks.
Custom Implementation Packages

If you require a more complex implementation, InFlow Technology can help define your implementation requirements, build a plan, and execute the project. The InFlow team can manage timelines and deliverables throughout the project to make sure the project is successful.

Workflow Process Definition

InFlow Technology will work with your team to implement your electronic workflow in the SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional environment. InFlow Technology has implemented many kinds of engineering and quality processes, such as Engineering Change, Tooling Request, Corrective Action, and Request for Quote. We can review your current processes and, with our team of experts, build process steps, rules, and actions into the SOLIDWORKS PDM workflow.

Growing your implementation

InFlow Technology can help you build onto your SOLIDWORKS PDM foundation. InFlow experts are available to help with:

- Custom PDM Professional add-ons
- Custom applications
- Property updates to match PDM data with ERP data
- Batch file migration
- Migration into SOLIDWORKS PDM from other PDM sources
- Standard and custom user training
- Administration training
- API training
- ERP item master synchronization
- Multi-site replication
- Batch printing and publishing
- Batch PDF Conversion

About InFlow Technology

For 15 years, InFlow Technology has been implementing PDM/PLM software solutions. As a leading 3DEXPERIENCE and SOLIDWORKS PDM implementer, InFlow supports over 2000 PDM/PLM users located around the globe.